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Week Five: February 7, 2010 – February 13, 2010
There is just over a week left until we ship the
robot, and Team Driven is feeling the heat. It seems
the past five weeks have flown by! The team has
been busy working on the robot. Cram time has hit,
and the pressure is coming on strong. Nonetheless,
Team Driven continues to working hard and refuses
to buckle under the pressure.
The programming team is finalizing the drive
system and the
kicker. They are
also making a
great start on the
autonomous
mode.
The build team is still working on finding an
effective lifter. The current elevator prototype
was able to lift the whole robot several times
on Wednesday and Thursday! The team has also been working on the ball
retriever. This week we were able to put on the final kicker! We have also been
working on other final parts of the robot! It is
exciting to be looking at parts of the final
product. We cannot wait until the robot is
completely finished!
The Chairman’s team and animation team
have deadlines coming even sooner than
the ship date. They are getting a little
nervous because they are so pressed for
time, but they are working hard and will
have no problem doing a great job! Thank
you all for your continued support!

Upcoming

Countdowns

The Kansas City Regional is coming up
soon. We hope that you all have the
opportunity to come watch Team Driven
compete, as well as several other FIRST
robotics team. We would love to have you
all stop by and show your support of our
team. If you are unable to come up, we
will try to give you frequent updates!

Days until the robot is shipped:
9 days
Days until the Kansas City Regional:
18 days
Days until the Boilermaker Regional:
32 days

